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Abstract

ment a variety of value-added services. Most recently, the adoption of software-defined networking (SDN) means that software
controllers are involved in providing basic connectivity services
within the network—a task previously assigned to custom, highperformance hardware devices [17]. The result of each of these
trends is that more devices, running a mixture of software and hardware, sit on the data plane, handling packets. At the same time, link
rates continue to increase, first from 1 Gbps to 10 Gbps, and now 10
Gbps to 40 Gbps, 100 Gbps [1], and beyond. Given the increasing
speed of network links, and increasing complexity of packet processing tasks, handling these data flows is a growing challenge [23].
Designing efficient and performant packet processing devices,
either in software or hardware, requires a deep understanding of the
traffic that will transit them. Each of these devices has to carefully
manage internal resources, including TCAM entries, flow entry
caches, and CPU resources, all of which are affected by the arrival
pattern of packets. In their seminal work, Jain and Routhier studied the behavior of traffic transiting Ethernet networks at a packetlevel granularity [12], and found that the traffic exhibited a number
of unexpected behaviors, including the formation of “trains” which
are sets of packets, closely grouped in time, from a single source
to a particular destination. Since this analysis was undertaken, networks have evolved considerably. For example, instead of 10-Mbps
shared-medium Ethernet, modern data center networks rely on 10Gbps switched Ethernet.
In this work, we analyze the output of 10-Gbps servers running
a variety of data center workloads. We define a burst to be an uninterrupted sequential stream of packets from one source to one
destination with an inter-packet spacing of less than 40 ns, which is
four times the interframe gap (IFG) for 10-Gbps Ethernet. We find
that the traffic exhibits bursty “train” type behavior, similar to Jain
and Routhier’s observations from nearly three decades ago. However, we observe several differences. First, there are new causes
of these bursts, including in-NIC mechanisms designed to support
higher link rates, such as TCP segmentation offloading. Second, in
an effort to reduce CPU load, a number of data center applications
rely on batching at various levels, which results in corresponding
bursts of packets. Finally, how an application invokes standard OS
system calls and APIs has a significant impact on the burstiness of
the resulting traffic. Taken together, our aim is to better understand
the network dynamics of modern data center servers and applications, and through that information, to enable more efficient packet
processing across the network stack.

While numerous studies have examined the macro-level behavior of traffic in data center networks—overall flow sizes, destination variability, and TCP burstiness—little information is available
on the behavior of data center traffic at packet-level timescales.
Whereas one might assume that flows from different applications
fairly share available link bandwidth, and that packets within a single flow are uniformly paced, the reality is more complex. To meet
increasingly high link rates of 10 Gbps and beyond, batching is
typically introduced across the network stack—at the application,
middleware, OS, transport, and NIC layers. This batching results
in short-term packet bursts, which have implications for the design
and performance requirements of packet processing devices along
the path, including middleboxes, SDN-enabled switches, and virtual machine hypervisors.
In this paper, we study the burst behavior of traffic emanating
from a 10-Gbps end host across a variety of data center applications. We find that at 10–100 microsecond timescales, the traffic
exhibits large bursts (i.e., 10s of packets in length). We further find
that this level of burstiness is largely outside of application control,
and independent of the high-level behavior of applications.

1.

INTRODUCTION

As an increasing array of sophisticated applications move to the
cloud, Internet data centers must adapt to meet their needs. Unlike
software installed on a single machine, data center applications are
spread across potentially thousands of hosts, resulting in increasingly stringent requirements placed on the underlying network interconnect. Data center networks must isolate different tenants and
applications from each other, provide low-latency access to data
spread across the cluster, and deliver high bisection bandwidth, all
despite omnipresent component failures.
Administrators deploy a variety of packet processing technologies to achieve these goals, spanning all layers of the network stack.
Virtual machine hypervisors implement complex virtual switched
networks [18], ferrying packets between VMs and the rest of the
data center. Individual data flows are forwarded through a variety of middleboxes [23], which process data packets to implePermission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for
personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not
made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear
this notice and the full citation on the first page. Copyrights for components
of this work owned by others than ACM must be honored. Abstracting with
credit is permitted. To copy otherwise, or republish, to post on servers or to
redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee. Request
permissions from permissions@acm.org.

2.

RELATED WORK

Nearly thirty years ago, Jain and Routhier [12] analyzed the behavior of shared bus Ethernet traffic at MIT, and found that such
traffic did not exhibit a Poisson distribution. Instead, they found
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Batching source

Examples

Reason for batching

Application
Transport
OS
NIC
Disk drive

Streaming Services (Youtube, Netflix)
TCP
GSO/GRO
TSO/LRO
Splice syscall, disk read-ahead

Large send sizes
ACK compression, window scaling
Efficient CPU & memory bus utilization
Reduce per packet head
Maximize disk throughput

Table 1: Sources of network bursts.

that packets followed a “train” model. In the train model, packets
exhibit strong temporal and spacial locality, and hence many packets from a source are sent to the same destination back-to-back.
In this model packets arriving within a parameterized inter-arrival
time are called “cars”. If the inter-arrival time of packets/cars is
higher than a threshold, then the packets are said to be a part of different trains. The inter-train time denotes the frequency at which
applications initiate new transfers over the network, whereas the
inter-car time reflects the delay added by the generating process
and operating system, as well as CPU contention and NIC overheads. In this paper, we re-evaluate modern data center networks
to look for the existence and cause of bursts/trains (two terms that
we will use interchangeably).
A variety of studies investigate the presence of burstiness in deployed networks. In the data center, Benson et al. [6] examine the
behavior of a variety of real-world workloads, noting that traffic is
often bursty at short time scales, and exhibits an ON/OFF behavior.
At the transport layer, the widely used TCP protocol exhibits, and
is the source of, a considerable amount of traffic bursts [2, 4, 7, 13].
Aggarwal et al. [2] and Jiang et al. [13] identify aspects of the
mechanics of TCP, including slow start, loss recovery, ACK compression, ACK reordering, unused congestion window space, and
bursty API calls, as the sources of these overall traffic bursts. Previous studies in the wide area include Jiang et al. [14], who examined
traffic bursts in the Internet and found TCP’s self-clocking nature
and in-path queuing to result in ON/OFF traffic patterns. In this
paper, we identify the causes of bursty traffic across the stack in a
data center setting.

section. NFS performs similar optimizations by sending data to the
client in large chunks, in transfer sizes specified by the client.

3.

3.4

3.2

The TCP transport protocol has long been identified as a source
of traffic bursts, as described in Section 2. Beyond the basic protocol, some improvements have an impact on its resulting burst behavior. One such example is TCP window scaling (introduced, e.g.,
in Linux 2.6), in which the TCP window representation is extended
from 16-bits to 32-bits. The resulting increase in the potential window allows unacknowledged data to grow as large as 1 GB, resulting in potentially large traffic bursts.

3.3

Operating system

The operating system plays a large role in determining the severity of traffic bursts though a number of mechanisms. First, the API
call boundary between the application and OS can result in bursty
traffic. Second, a variety of OS-level parameters affect the transport and NIC hardware behavior, including maximum and minimum window sizes, window scaling parameters, and interrupt coalescing settings. Finally, the in-kernel mechanisms Generalized Receive Offload (GRO) and Generalized Segmentation Offload (GSO)
can be used to reduce CPU utilization, at the expense of potentially
increased burstiness. GSO sends large “virtual” packets down the
network stack and divides them into MTU-sized packets just before
handing the data to the NIC. GRO coalesces a number of smaller
packets into a single, larger packet in the OS. Instead of a large
number of smaller packets being passed through the network stack
(TCP/IP), a single large packet is passed.

SOURCES OF TRAFFIC BURSTS

We now highlight the different layers of the network stack that
account for bursts, including the application, the transport protocol,
the operating system, and the underlying hardware (summarized in
Table 1). Then, in Section 4, we present a detailed analysis of the
resulting burst behavior of data center applications.

3.1

Transport

Hardware

The behavior of hardware on either the sender or receiver affects
the burstiness of network traffic. We now review a few of these
sources.
Disk drives: To maximize disk throughput, the OS and disk controller implement a variety of optimizations to amortize read operations over relatively slow disk seeks, such as read-ahead caches
and request reordering (e.g., via the elevator algorithm). Of particular interest is the interaction between the disk and the splice() or
sendfile() system calls. These calls improve overall performance by
offloading data transfer between storage devices and the network to
the OS, without incurring data copies to userspace. The OS divides
these system call requests into individual data transfers. In Linux,
these data transfers are the size of the disk read-ahead, which are
transferred to the socket in batches and result in a train of packets.
The read-ahead parameter is a configurable OS parameter with a
default value of 128 KB.
Segmentation offload: TCP Segmentation Offload (TSO) is a
feature of the NIC that enables the OS to send large virtual packets
to the NIC, which then produces numerous MTU-sized packets.
Typical TSO packet sizes are 64 KB. The benefit of this approach is
that large data transfers reduces per-packet overhead (e.g., interrupt
processing), thereby reducing CPU overhead.

Application

Ultimately, applications are responsible for introducing data into
the network. Depending on the semantics of each individual application, data may be introduced in large chunks or in smaller
increments. For real-time workloads like the streaming services
YouTube and Netflix, server processes might write data into socket
buffers in fine-grained, ON/OFF patterns. For example, video
streaming servers often write 64 KB to 2 MB of data per connection [11, 21].
On the other hand, many “Big Data” data center applications are
limited by the amount of data they can transfer per unit time. Distributed file systems [5, 10] and bulk MapReduce workloads [8, 22]
maximize disk throughput by reading and writing files in large
blocks. Because of the large reads these systems require, data is
sent to the network in large chunks, potentially resulting in bursty
traffic due to transport mechanisms, as described in the next sub-
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and More, and recently, Sinha et al. [24] exploit the burstiness of
TCP to schedule “flowlets” on multiple paths through the network.
Wischik finds that traffic bursts can potentially inform the sizing of
buffers in routers and gateways along the path [26]. Recently, Vattikonda et al. [25] proposed overlaying a data center network with
a TDMA-based link arbitration scheme, which replaces Ethernet’s
shared medium model. With TDMA support, each host would periodically have exclusive access to the link. To maximally utilize
that resource, each host would ideally send a burst of data. Porter et
al. [19] rely on a similar TDMA scheme to implement an inter-ToR
optical circuit switched interconnect.
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